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New film: Reindeer herding
and forestry can coexist
Reindeer husbandry is under pressure. The film
"Reindeer and forestry in the Nordic countries"
focuses on the options to solve potential conflicts
between reindeer herding and forestry with
dialogue and concern.
The film is made by Heurgren Film and Mats
Hannerz with support from SNS and our sister
organisation NKJ.
See the film

Gender equality: how can universities incorporate gender issues?
Do you think gender balance in the more and more digitalised bioeconomy is a good thing? Welcome
to take part in the discussion forum arranged by BioEquality network."Tools for gender balance in the
digital bioeconomy" is the title of the day. The participants will have inspirational talks and explore
how gender perspectives can be incorporated at universities. By participating, you contribute to
guidelines for gender balance in the bioeconomy sector!
Agenda and registration

Matchmaking day for forest
researchers in the Nordic region
SNS is inviting forest researchers, students and
stakeholders to a matchmaking day in connection
with our two funding calls, NordForNet and
Research projects.
11th of June we'll meet online, get inspired to
network, have application tips, participate in
workshops and make a lot of new contacs.
DEADLINE for REGISTRATION: 4th of June
Welcome!
Agenda and registration

OPEN CALL: NordForNet, longterm
networking for forest researchers

OPEN CALL: Research projects
running for three years

Nordic forest researchers have the opportunity to
apply for SNS funding for five years of networking
and knowledge exchange across the Nordic
national borders. Gather colleagues from at least
three Nordic countries and submit your
application.

SNS wants to support cooperation in forest
research, between researchers from all the Nordic
countries, to enhance Nordic benefits, increase
synergies and to bridge gaps between research
and forestry in practice. Apply for funding for
three year projects.

Details and application

Details and application
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